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In this paper we determine the minimal number of yesno queries needed to nd an
unknown integer between  and  if at most four of the answers may be erroneous
 Introduction
SM Ulam in his autobiography  suggested an interesting twoperson search game which
can be formalized as follows a Responder chooses an element x in f	 
     	g unknown
to a Questioner The Questioner has to nd it by asking queries of the form x  Q where
Q is an arbitrary subset of f	 
     	g The Responder provides yes or no answers
some of which may be erroneous 
In 	 Berlekamp  studing Binary Simmetric Channels with Feedback introduced two very
useful concepts the State of the problem when some questions have been already answered
and the Weight of a state All the known results are fundamentally based on these concepts
At present several solutions to Ulams problem and its generalization are known
In particular Rivest and alt  gave an asymptotically optimal solution to Ulams problem
in the continuous case ie when the search space is the real interval 	 Solutions to the
original Ulams problem were given by Pelc  Czyzowicz Mundici and Pelc 
 Negro and
Sereno  They proved that the minimal number of questions to guess a number in the range
f	 
     	g is 
 
  when up to 	 
 or  errors are allowed respectively
The generalized form of the problem ie when the search space is f	 
     ng n  
 has
also been studied
In  Pelc proved that when at most 	 error is possible q questions are sucient i either
nq  	  

q
if n is even or nq  	  q  	  

q
if n is odd For the case with two
errors Czyzowicz and alt  proved that when n is a power of 
 q questions are sucient
 
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 q  	  

q
 For general n Guzicki  proved that q questions are sucient i
nq
 
 q  	  

q
 Some exceptional values of n requires one more question In  Negro
and Sereno proved that when n  

m
 m   the minimum number of questions is the lower










g  if m   or m   One more question is required in the
other cases
In this paper we prove that when up to  lies are allowed the solution of Ulams problem
is  the lower bound given in 
 Notations and denitions
A game is considered between two players the Questioner and the Responder The Responder
chooses an element x  N  where N  f	 
     	g unknown to the Questioner who
has to guess the element with queries of form x  Q

where Q  N  We want to nd
a Questioners strategy for searching x using the minimal number of questions when the
Responder can lie at most four times




     Q
n
of yesno questions has already been answered
The state of the Questioner knowledge can be summarized by the unique quintuple ABCDE
of subsets of N with the following properties
  x  A i none of the answers is a lie
  x  B i exactly one of the answers is a lie
  x  C i exactly two of the answers are lies
  x  D i exactly three of the answers are lies
  x  E i exactly four of the answers are lies
In the following we dene a quintuple ABCDE as an Ulam set
Now assume that the x  Q question is asked where Q  X  Y  Z  K  T  and




 A 	 Q B 	 Q  A 	 Q C 	 Q  B 	 Q D 	 Q  C 	 Q
E 	Q  D 	 Q
The state ABCDEQ
no
can be obtained in the same way exchanging Q and Q
It can be easily seen that the components of an Ulam set are pairwise disjoint
For the sake of clearness in the following we denote the sets by their cardinalities In
particular we denote an Ulam set as
U  a b c d e
where a  jAj b  jBj c  jCj and d  jDj e  jEj Moreover if Q  X  Y  Z K  T is
the set involved in the yesno question we can say






 x a x y b y  z c z  k d k  t
UQ
no
 a x x b y y  c z z  d k k e t
Denition  An Ulam set U is nsolvable i

 n   and a b c d e  	






Following Berlekamps idea 	 we dene the weight of each state U  ABCDE as
follows
Denition  Let U  a b c d e be the Ulam set when q questions remain to be asked The




















































The character of a state represents a lower bound to the number of questions needed to
solve that state It is worth characterizing the states that can be solved optimally
Denition  The Ulam set U  a b c d e is called nice i the Questioner has a winning
strategy in ch	U
 questions starting from U 
Proposition  Let U  a b c d e be an Ulam set and n  N  If U is nsolvable then



































	 By induction on n If n   then by denition a  b  c  d  e  	 If we choose
the question Q  N then UQ
yes
 a b c d e and UQ
no
  a b c d which are both
solvable For the induction step we can use the same technique

 By induction on n The case n   is trivial Assume that U is n	solvable and let




are nsolvable By the inductive








































 The proof can be found in 


 The main result












be an Ulam set with m   Then U is nice
Proof It can be found in 



























be an Ulam set
with   n   Then U
n
is 	  nsolvable
Proof By induction on n



















































































































 exchanging Q with Q
Therefore U
n
is 	  n 	solvable as required





























with   n  	
 Then U
n
is 		  nsolvable
Proof The proof is the same as in proposition 
















































be an Ulam set




Proof The proof is the same as in propositions  and 









































be an Ulam set U is solvable


























































































































































































































Theorem  Thirtyseven yesno questions are sucient to nd an element x  f	 
     	g
if up to four lies are allowed
Proof The theorem will be proved by showing that  questions are sucient to nd a number





Suppose that U  

 






































 for i  
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is reached that is 	solvable by
proposition  Since by proposition 
 case 
 q   questions are not sucient to nd an
integer in f	   	g when up to four answers may be erroneous the proposed strategy is
optimal with respect to the number of questions
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